JWS Trinity

Comprehensive Motor, Home and Travel insurance
in one convenient package

Insurance solutions made even easier
The simplest ideas are often the best and this is especially true when it comes to insurance.
At JW Seagon, we pride ourselves on our extensive, comprehensive range of insurance
products which help you protect all the things you care about.
So, when we came up with the idea to combine our popular motor, home and travel cover
into one convenient package, we just knew we had to bring it to the market.

Introducing JWS Trinity
If you like the concept of buying a simple all-encompassing insurance package rather than
a range of standalone products, our Trinity policy will appeal. And when you consider the
numerous other benefits on offer, it becomes hard to ignore.
•	Your three key personal policies all under one roof - motor, home and annual travel –
meaning a quick application process and easy administration
•	Discounts up to 25% when compared to purchasing the products separately - clients
must purchase a minimum of two products to benefit from the saving
•	Widest policy wording available within the market
•	Web linked evaluation (Contents and Buildings only)

A winning package
Trinity combines three tried and tested JW Seagon products into one convenient bundle. Simply
pick the parts you require, and we’ll create your personalised package.
Remember, the more parts you choose, the greater the savings.
JWS Sleep Easy

JWS Travel

Comprehensive Home and Contents cover with no
hidden surprises. It’s underwritten by Allianz, one of
the most respected names in global insurance.

The great thing about JWS Travel is its flexibility.
Whether you are travelling for business or pleasure,
locally or internationally on a single-trip or multitrip basis – JWS Travel fits the bill.

Sleep Easy provides the widest Household ‘All-Risks’
cover available. There is no need to itemise your
contents and cover is provided on a full ‘new for
old’ basis.
JWS Motor Insurance
With Motor insurance, the devil is well and truly in
the detail. JWS Motor insurance gives true peace of
mind and covers all types of motor vehicles.
It is a comprehensive policy that comes with
capped excesses, higher inner limits and optional
extensions.

Included within the extensive range of benefits is
medical and evacuation costs of up to $5m.

Contact us today:
Email: pink@jwseagon.com
Phone: +254 709 455032

JWS Trinity

JWS Trinity is the quick, hassle-free alternative
to buying and renewing your vital insurance
policies separately.
Let us do the hard work for you!
Contact us today.
Email: pink@jwseagon.com
Phone: +254 709 455032

